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The fall 1988 issue of the Canadian Journal of Communication is adouble issue which 
is divided into two distinct parts. In the article section entitled "Perspectives on the 
World the focus is on international issues, in the Commentary section we are dealing 
with current Canadian debates. Two of the four international articles, Cohn/Bailey's 
"Newspaper Coverage of Canadian-U.S. Relations: 1972-1982" and 
Soderlund/Surlin's "Press Images of Maurice Bishop, Prime Minister of Grenada: A 
Pre- and Post Death Comparison", utilize content analysis. This methodology has 
come under justifiable criticism in the past for using textual material to draw 
conclusions about producer's intent and reader's interpretations. Yet as a method for 
analyzing the changes in a publicly presented message system, content analysis is a 
powerful tool. Both of these articles develop a new set of textual indices for indicating 
the ways in which selected newspapers have presented for Canadian readers such 
important issues as U.S. trade and the political significance of Grenada. 
The other two essays utilize macro-economic and political evidence to test com- 
municational theory. Oliviera's "Brazilian Media Usage as a Test of Dependency 
Theory" is among the rare studies which relate media use to consumer purchasing be- 
haviour as a test of this explanatory paradigm. Robinson's "Germany's Satellite Policy 
Debate: Its Relevance to Europe and Canada" views the regulatory debate about "new 
media" as an opportunity for different sets of actors to distribute media powers in novel 
ways. The German- Canadian comparison documents the increasing power of institu- 
tionalized bureaucracies both national and international in this context 
In the Commentary section three of Canada's well-known scholars address cur- 
rent issues. James Taylor offers a criticism of the DOC'S discussion paper Com- 
munications for the twenty-first century: Media and Messages in the Information Age. 
The paper argues that the premise of growth in the information and communications 
sectors and therefore their convergence, is internally contradictory and therefore in- 
valid. Donald Theall's "Messages in McLuhan's Letters" begins areevaluation of Mc- 
Luhan and his contributions to the development of our discipline. He pleads for a 
re-reading of McLuhan's work on the grounds that his analysis of the problems of com- 
munication, knowledge and the arts has yet to be fully confronted. Such a confronta- 
tion will have to encompass medieval philosophy, Nietzsche and the symbolists. The 
Journal will contribute to this reevaluation by devoting its 1989 Special Issue to this 
task. Paul Rutherford's "Culture of Advertising" deals with yet another issue - the ubi- 
quity of advertising, which McLuhan has shown to be a commercial society's most 
prevalent art form. This essay draws attention to the historical changes advertising as 
a profession and as an art has undergone since the turn of the century. 
Our issue also, after a long absence, re-introduces the Research in Brief section. 
Its purpose is to showcase varied types of work in progress across Canada. Among 
these articles are short reports of much larger projects and case studies exploring new 
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empirical or theoretical approaches. The authors are willing and eager to correspond 
with you about their work. We hope the section will therefore add to the exchange of 
ideas and enlarge our reader's understanding of the range of interests and breadth of 
communications scholarship being practiced in our country. 
As this issue goes to press the Canadian Communications Association's (CCA) 
conference in Windsor is just behind us. The Windsor meeting offered a variegated 
program with 144 papers presented in about forty-eight sessions. No single focus 
characterized the research by Canadian scholars, though there were about 5 areas of 
concentration. They included: political communication, theory, broadcast regulation, 
telematics and the journalism profession (see NEWS FORUM). Once again, the 
Southam lecture, offered this year by Thelma MacCormack (York) provided a plat- 
form for presenting the larger issues preoccupying our field. The title of her talk 
"Media and Peace: are Media, like Generals, Fighting the Last War?" accurately 
reflects the focus of her thoughts. We as communication scholars need to become 
more sensitive to the ways in which public discourses affect the climate of opinion in 
which political decisions are made. The address will be reprinted in a future issue of 
the Journal. 
The Journal's Board of Directors and Editorial Board also met at Windsor. They 
received a number of reports and came to decisions which are of general interest to 
our readership. Under the By-Laws accepted at Montreal in 1987 and revised this 
year, the Canadian Journal of Communication Board elects three of its nine members 
annually. The 3 new members who received the largest number of votes (out of 50 
ballots mailed and cast) were: Annie Mear (Montreal); Rowland Lorimer (Simon 
Fraser) and Deidra Grondin (New Brunswick). Outgoing board members were: 
Robert Hackett (Simon Fraser), Martin Allor (Concordia) and Hilary Horan (Ottawa). 
My thanks to Hilary who served as president of the board and the other members for 
their work on behalf of the Journal. 
Another important change which was adopted concerns subscription prices. 
Though the treasurer (Donald Theall) reported that we are not facing an immediate 
financial crisis during 1988, because two universities, McGill and the University of 
Western Ontario, made substantial sustaining contributions to the budget, the situation 
is much more critical from 1989 onwards. Reduced readership in the previous two 
years will reduce the SSHRC aid package by $2400 over the coming 3 years. At 
present the Journal receives about 80% of its income from private and public sources 
which fluctuate on an annual basis. Subscriptions have had to be raised in order to 
narrow the upcoming deficit. New subscription rates in 1988/89 will be: CCA mem- 
bers $30.00; other Canadian and libraries $40.00; US and overseas $45.00 (US); back 
issues $10.00. Student rates have gone up only nominally to $20.00. All readers are 
urged to seek out new subscribers and to encourage their departments to advertise in 
the Journal. A Finance Subcommittee consisting of Donald Theall (treasurer) and 
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Annie Mear (president) will explore other financing sources and welcome revenue 
generating ideas. 
Two other matters occupied the Board, a report from the book review editor Akira 
Ichikawa (Lethbridge) and the Journal's appearance. Professor Ichikawa mentioned 
he had experienced a lack of cooperation from Canadian publishers who fail to send 
him review copies of their new books. Authors should therefore be sure to list the CJC 
as a review source. He also noted that he will be on sabbatical next year (1989190) 
which means that the Board will be searching for a new book review editor. Please 
make your interests known to the Board or send in nominations. You will have noticed 
that the Journal's lay-out has been greatly improved with the University of Calgary 
Press' desk-top publishing capabilities. Our cover however needs upgrading. The 
Board approved a competition for this design, to be submitted by November 15,1988 
to our McGill offices. A sub-committee of the Editorial Board will choose the winner 
and award a prize. (see ad in this issue). Our only stipulation is that the artist look at 
the current cover and include the same information currently on the cover (including 
the featured sections). Please encourage colleagues and friends in art or design facul- 
ties to enter the contest. 
Gertrude J. Robinson 
